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Fall Prevention Product

COST CONSCIOUS RESIDENT BED

[01] SYNCHRONIZED HIGH-LOW MOTORS
		 Keep the bed level for proper therapeutic positioning
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[02] INTUITIVE TWO-PEDAL LOCKING SYSTEM
		 Centrally positioned and easily visible from a distance to
		 ensure bed is locked
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The SW Source™ bed provides comfort, safety and efficient operation at an affordable price. Synchronized high-low motors keep the bed level for proper
therapeutic positioning while the strong, no-sag grid deck sleep surface provides a sturdy support platform. The bed easily adjusts for use at a 76” or 80”
length with the adjustable mattress retainer securely supporting the mattress position for either bed length. The adjustable wall saver positions provide the
smallest footprint at each length, while protecting the wall. Also included is the edema foot ratchet to provide elevation at the foot end of the bed.
The intuitively designed two-pedal locking system is centrally positioned and easily visible from a distance to ensure the bed is locked. The pedal locks are
readily accessible at all bed heights and widths, even in the lowest position. The SW Source rolls at any height, reducing caregiver back strain, and has an
industry-leading maximum underbed clearance for use with overbed tables and lifts.
The handheld patient pendant controller can connect to either side of the bed to adapt to varying room layouts and is shock-resistant and splash-proof for
enhanced durability. The optional embedded staff control in the footboard is angled for better visibility and offers a two-stage lockout: lockout of patient control
pendant and lockout of embedded staff control. Also optional are the half-length assist device and assist bars that provide a sturdy and secure handhold to
assist residents in and out of bed.
Designed to follow the highest safety and quality standards the SW Source bed was built to conform to UL 60601-1, IEC601-2-38, and CAN/CSA C22.2 No.
601.1 and offers a grounded standard hospital grade plug, splash-proof electronics, no pinch points within 200mm of bed perimeter and is load capacity and
tip-stability tested and approved. The SW Source bed has a safe working load of 600 lbs.

SPECS

BED
Height Travel Range........................................................7” to 30"
Weight Capacity*............................................................. 600 lbs.
Mattress Deck Length................................................ 76"/80"/84"
Mattress Deck Width............................................................... 35"
Overall Bed Length (76"/80")......... 81.75"/85.75" with wall saver
Overall Bed Width........................................... 39" with assist bar
Overall Bed Width...............39.9" with half-length assist devices
Maximum back angle.............................................................. 70°
Maximum knee angle.............................................................. 30°

WARRANTY
15 years on frame
5 years on motors and control box (longest motor warranty in the industry)
3 years on other electronics
U.S. Patents- Multiple Patents Pending
OPTIONS
Trapeze

*including resident, support surface, head/foot boards, and accessories
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